Guided tours available for booking
The Museum Schloss Moyland offers guided tours on various topics for every
target group. They are usually 90 minutes long. The maximum group size per
tour is 20. Guided tours are also available in Dutch, English and, in some
cases, other languages.
Special exhibitions
We offer tours of our special exhibitions on 19th to 21st century art.
The van der Grinten collection
This tour combines a walk through the art collection housed inside the castle
with aspects of the castle’s history.
Castle and gardens: An outdoor history experience
The walking tour through the expansive garden complex is dedicated to the
over 700 years of castle history as well as the development of the garden up
to the present day.
The sculpture park
Sculptures by famous artists such as Antoni Tàpies, Gerhard Marcks, Erwin
Heerich or Eduardo Chillida make this stroll through the garden of the
Museum Schloss Moyland an outdoor art experience.
Garden art
Our tours through the historic garden can be booked from May to October.
Possible areas of focus are the herb garden or historic tree population.
Medicinal herbs
Our nature tour with a natural health professional can be booked from June
to September. The tour offers insights into the nature of the medicinal herbs
in the Moyland herb garden and their effects on body, mind and soul.
Trees
Our nature tour with a natural health professional can be booked from March
to October. The tour covers the historic tree population in the castle grounds
and provides information on the cultural history of particular kinds of trees.
Evening tours
The illuminated castle can also be viewed outside of regular opening hours,
by appointment and for an additional fee.
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Die Wegleite: Joseph Beuys am Niederrhein
(The guide: Joseph Beuys in the Lower-Rhine region)
A day trip about Joseph Beuys
The day begins with an hour-long guided tour of the art of Joseph Beuys,
followed – if agreed in advance – by coffee and cake in the museum
restaurant. Then an expert guide leads visitors by bus to various sites in and
around Kleve. Enjoy the varied landscape of the Lower Rhine region in which
Joseph Beuys grew up and get to know places that shaped his work.
Duration approx. six hours, price upon request

Costs
€ 80 Guided tour (90 min.)
€ 100
€ 150
€ 150
€ 150

Foreign language tour (90 min.)
Special themed tour (90 min.)
Curator tour (90 min.)
Nature tour (120 min.)

Costs 2016
€ 80 Guided tour (60 min.)
€ 95 Guided tour (90 min.)
€ 100 Foreign language tour (60 min.)
€ 115 Foreign language tour (90 min.)
€ 150 Special themed tour (90 min.)
€ 150 Curator tour (90 min.)
€ 150 Nature tour (120 min.)
Information
When does the group need to arrive at the museum?
We ask you to arrive at the museum’s ticket booth 15 minutes before the
start of the tour. You can pay for the tour or admission there.
What should we do if the group is running late?
In the case of delays, please call us at +49 (0)2824 9510-60 as soon as you
can. It is up to the guide whether they are prepared to make up the time. This
needs to be discussed in person upon arrival. The schedule of our guide
personnel is planned in a way that does not allow us to wait if you are
delayed by more than 15 minutes – without advance notice from you. If a
group does not show up or arrives so late that a tour is no longer possible,
the entire cost of the tour will still be charged. Failure to appear for prebooked arrangements will result in a charge of 50% of the total price.

What do I need to pay attention to in the case of cancellation?
You can cancel your tour free of charge up to 7 days in advance. After that,
you will be charged 50 % of the costs.
For weekend tours, please try to inform us of a cancellation by Friday.

